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What is IEA?  The MISSION of the IEA is to introduce students in private and public middle and secondary schools to 

equestrian sports and to promote and improve the quality of equestrian competition and instruction. 

 

What are the requirements   Students are required to attend 2 shows. Students are required to attend tryouts, take a minimum of 2  

to be on the WB IEA Team?  lessons with WB per month and attend the team meet before their show.  

 

How do IEA shows work? IEA offers equitation classes. IEA shows provide horses to the riders. Horses are assigned to riders at 

random. IEA judges the rider and not the horse. Flat Class riders there is no warm-up. Over fences riders 

may take a lap in each direction, jump 2 jumps then enter the ring. 

 

What is the attire? Tan breeches, Long-sleeve white on white show shirt, Navy Blue hunter jacket,  Black tall boots, Black 

ASTM Helmet, Belt,  Black gloves, Hairnet to match hair color, Black crop.  

 

Is there uniform when not Yes there will be a Mandatory team shirt  which will be available in October and need to  

not on a horse? be purchased by each rider. Cost estimated to be $80-100. Optional Jackets will be available also. 

 

What levels do they offer? These are the available divisions : W/TC Flat riders, X-rails with a flat class, 2ft with a flat class and 2ft 6 

with a flat class. 

 

What level will I be in? IEA have strict guidelines that coaches must follow when placing riders in classes. Riders are expected to 

be jumping higher at home and shows than in their IEA division. The goal of IEA is to provide a safe and 

enjoyable experience for the riders, not to jump as big as possible, so please keep that in mind when we 

place you in your divisions. We will use the tryouts to place you in the correct division. 

 

What am I working towards? IEA works on a point system based on your placing. Once you collect 18 points you qualify for regional's 

and top riders go onto Zone championship and then Nationals. Our goal is to have all of our students 

qualified for regional's. 

 

How many shows do I need Riders are expected to compete at 5 one day shows.  

to attend? 

 

What are the lesson costs? The 2 lessons a month will be the same price as your normal WB lesson. The Team tryouts and meets  

before the show will be $60. 

 

What are the show costs? Show cost varies depending on the location and whether we have to rent horses or not. Over the course 

of last season prices vary from $125 (one day local show) to $470 (two day non local show) The payment 

is divided up, the class and horse rental fees are due a couple weeks before the show and the WB fees 

for training and trainer hotel are due a couple weeks after the show.  

 

What is the schedule Shows run from October through January in the Orlando/Tampa Area. 

 End of February there are regional finals for qualifying riders which last year was in Apopka. 

 March is Zone finals for those that qualify from regionls. 
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What to wear?

Boys 

 

Tan/Khaki breeches(for tall boots) or Jodhpurs(for paddock) 

Black/Brown Belt 

White collared Shirt 

Navy (preferred) or dark colored show jacket 

Tie 

Black gloves 

Black helmet 

Either of the two foot wear options depending on age or 

trainer recommendation 

Brown/Black Paddock Boots 

Matching Knee Straps 

OR 

Black tall boots 

Simple black crop 

WB Face Mask if required 

 

 

Dover Saddlery 7702 University Blvd Winter Park 

Girls 

Tan/Khaki breeches(for tall boots) or Jodhpurs(for paddock) 

Black/Brown Belt 

White WB show shirt 

Navy (preferred) or dark colored show jacket 

Black gloves 

Black helmet 

Pack of hair nets to match hair color 

Simple hair tie (not a scrunchie) 

Either of the two foot wear options depending on age or 

trainer recommendation 

Brown/Black Paddock Boots 

Matching Knee Straps 

OR 

Black tall boots 

Simple black crop 

WB Face Mask if required 
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